Acorn Designs Displays
Good display of any product certainly enhances sales.
We hope you will consider an Acorn display to help you have a focal point for our products.
In keeping with Acorn’s philosophy, we make countertop display units from recycled pallet wood. These re-purposed woods
are rustic and natural looking and fit well into any shop. Often made from oak, these woods are beautiful! Units are sanded and
lightly finished, and have the Acorn logo silk-screened on the front. We offer the following standard sizes in our wooden displays, but
can produce custom units as well. Call us for details.

Small Display (PD10): fits 2
Pocket Journals or notecards
across, 3 shelves high.

Approximately 12” across, 12” tall and 10”
deep.

Mini Journal Display (PD12): fits 3
Mini Journals or notecards ,
3 shelves high.

Approximately 14” across, 12” tall and 10” deep.

“Spinners” are perhaps the most space
efficient way to display notecards.
Many different sizes are available. The
unit shown here is a 24 pocket spinner
for countertop display. Floor Units are
also available with common sizes being
36, 48 or 72 pockets.

Medium Display (PD15): fits 3
Pocket Journals or notecards across,
4 shelves high.
Approximately 18” across, 16” tall and 15” deep.

Bookmark Display Unit
(BDU) Our handsome
wooden countertop holds
12 bookmark designs.

Approximately 13” across 14” tall and
7” deep.

Large Display (PD25): fits 5 Pocket Journals or
notecards across, 4 shelves high.
Approximately 28” across, 16” tall and 15” deep.

We also offer the option to view
and order our products online at

www.acorndesigns.org
order hotline 1-800-299-3997
or mail to: Acorn Designs,
5066 Mott Evans Rd,
Trumansburg, NY 14886

Framed in maple, our Free-Standing Wooden
Display units are a great way to showcase
our products. These are 2-sided units, which
stand just under 6 feet tall to the top of
the header, which has our company name
silk-screened across the top. Shelves come
in 2 sizes: smaller shelves appropriate for
notecards, and larger shelves for journals.
Shelving is available in various configurations.
Units come in widths of 24”, 30” and 36”.

